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Introduction: the situation of migrant women in Romania
On 30.09.2010 in Romania were registered 59 358 immigrants with legal forms. Among them,
49 282 having temporary staying permit and 10 076 with permanent staying permit. Regarding
the purpose of migration, most of the immigrants were family members of Romanian citizens,
students or searching for jobs.
Regarding the countries of origin, most of the immigrants with legal forms are from Moldova
(31%), Turkey (16%) and China (12%), other countries having percentages lower than 5 %,
such as: Tunisia, Syria, Iran, Jordan, Lebanon, Israel, USA, Ukraine etc.
The structure of gender and age is showing that there are 60% man and 40 % woman. On the
segment 35-65 years, we have 70% men and 30% woman. Regarding the age aspect, we can
see(table 1) that the immigrant population is young and even more, active on the labour market
and with a great potential for working. This should provide them all the necessary condition for
being integrated successfully. Also, the age structure of the immigrants represents the premise
and the potential solution for the demographic problem of Romania, an ageing society, with a
high emigration and a very low nativity.

Table 1. distribution on gender and age
Age

Woman

Men

Total

0-13 years

1647

1800

3447

14-17 years

813

780

1593

18-34

14769

15867

30636

35-64 years

6790

15588

22378

> 65 years

580

575

1155

Total

24599

34610

59209

If in the year 2000 in Romania were equal percentages of men and woman, in the late years the
number of woman has been reduced, arriving under 40% from the total population of
immigrants.
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Interviews with migrant women in Romania

As part of the qualitative research in the Forward project, the Romanian Institute for Adult
Education has interviewed 15 migrant women, based on the guidelines before provided. The
premises of the interviews were established according to the respondents preferences. One
interview was realized at IREA’s offices, the rest of 14 were realized in other informal settings:
home, training centre. Depending on the respondents’ case, the interviews were carried out both
in Romanian and English.
The main objective of the interviews was to reveal formally, non‐formally and informally
acquired competences, which could help to increase employability of the migrants.

Table of respondents
Respondent Age

R1

24

Ethnicity

Moldavian

Country of
origin

Religion

Orthodox

Republic

Romanian/Syrian

Arabic

Muslim

Syria

R3

24

Moldavian

Orthodox

Republic
Moldova

R5

R6

22

21

Moldavian

Moldavian

Moldavian

Orthodox

Orthodox

Orthodox

of Romanian/Republ 8
ic of Moldova

24

22

present

at Duration
of stay

Moldova
R2

R4

Citizenship

19

of Romanian/Republ 8
ic of Moldova

Republic

of Republic

Moldova

Moldova

Republic

of Republic

Moldova

Moldova

Republic

of Republic

Moldova

Moldova

of 3

of 3

of 1,5

R7

50

-------------

Catholic

Philippines

Philippines

4

R8

45

-------------

Muslim

Iran

Iranian

4

R9

40

-------------

Muslim

Jordan

Jordanian

R10

38

-------------

Muslim

Iran

Iranian/Syrian

1

R11

30

Chinese

Buddhist

China

Chinese

2

R12

25

Moroccan

Muslim

Morocco

Moroccan

2

4

R13

24

-------------- Muslim

Tunisia

Tunisian

2

R14

25

-------------- Muslim

Tunisia

Tunisian

2

R15

24

-------------- Muslim

Tunisia

Tunisian

2

The average age of the respondents is 29,8 and the average duration of staying in Romania is
4.1.

Migration Process

Reasons for migrants

The largest group of respondents is represented by nine woman that came to Romania with the
purpose of studies. One of the woman came with her parents when she was a child. Three
respondents came to Romania with the purpose of family unification, one married a Romanian
citizen only one respondent migrated with the purpose of working.

Countries of transit
Only one respondent has transited another country before coming to Romania.

Competences gained through migration

Almost all interviewed woman pointed out personal aspects gained through migration. One
third of the respondents emphasized a change of life vision and way of perceiving people.
Another third mentioned that they have learned to appreciate more their country and culture.
“Am invatat sa-mi apreciez mai mult tara, poate daca as fi locuit in continuare acolo nu mi-as
fi iubit tara asa cum o iubesc acum”
[“I’ve learned to appreciate more my home country, maybe if I still had lived there, I wouldn’t
have loved my country the way I love it now.”]
Also, another third answered that they learned how to cope with difficult situations, to be more
independent and self confident.
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Family and household

Family composition and family living resources

Nine of the interviewed woman are students and they live in the university camp or sharing the
flat rent with other colleagues or friends. All of them are expecting partial or full financial
support from their families.
One of the respondents is living in a convent. The other five are living with their husbands
and/or children and no other family members in their household.

Family in the country of origin

Except one woman that has migrated together with her family, many respondents have left their
families in the countries of origin: parents, brothers and sisters, other relative. One interviewee
mentioned that her mother and five sisters are living in three different countries apart from their
country of origin. Another woman said that her parents, brother and sister are spread in four
different countries than her home country. In another case the mother and two brothers live in
another country.
All interviewed woman emphasized the fact that they miss their families very and in some
cases the distance between them and the relatives has influenced negatively their integration in
the host country.

Education

Formal education

All migrant woman had finished compulsory education, either in their home country or in
Romania. The majority of them have a university degree obtained in the home country or
Romania, or they enrolled in a university programme in Romania. One of the interviewee has
also obtained in Romania a qualification for cooker and waiter.
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Non- formal education

Nine of the migrant woman were at the moment of the interview enrolled in a Romanian
language course for immigrants. Several respondents attended non formal trainings or learning
activities in Romania: volunteering, personal development trainings, active members in
different organisations.

Further education and learning

Most of the interviewed woman responded that they have plans and would like to continue
being involved in any type of learning activities. One of the woman said that she would to
volunteer for the orphan children or old people. All of the interviewee that are students at the
moment said that they want to continue with their academic education by following a master or
PhD programme.

Computer skills

All of the interviewed woman are using the computer intensively, on daily basis most of them.
The purposes of using it are different, from work to school and communicating with their
family and relatives in the country of origin. The respondents answered that at least once a
week they use Skype, Messenger, Facebook or other online tools to communicate with their
family or friends in the home country.
The migrant woman acquired these ICT skills either in schools or informally. Only one of the
respondents has a certificate for ICT competences.

Language skills

Native language

Five of our respondents have grown bilingual, having two native languages such as Romanian
and Russian.
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Foreign languages

All of the woman interviewed speak at least two other foreign languages besides their native
language and Romanian. English, French and Russian are by far the most spoken languages
among the migrant woman. Five of the respondents speak Russian fluently. English is spoken
by almost all respondents more or less fluently. Also French is spoken fluently by half of the
interviewee. Among other foreign languages spoken by our interviewee we can mention Italian
and German. Most of the respondents have acquired their language competences in school,
language training or other informal contexts: self directed learning, TV. One third of the
woman have foreign language certificates.

Romanian language Skills

Except the five migrant woman that have Romanian as their native language, the other ten have
come to Romania without having any knowledge of the host country language. One of the
respondents has an advanced level of Romanian as she has completed all her formal education
in Romania. The other nine were at the moment of the interview enrolled in Romanian
language course. Their level is from beginner to intermediary.

Everyday life language

Almost all of the woman use Romanian to communicate with neighbours and officials. Some of
the woman that are less fluent in Romanian use English language. All of the respondents use
their native language to communicate inside the family even though there are situation when a
mix of Romanian and native language is used:
“ De obicei vorbim araba in familie. Nu stiu de ce, dar atunci cand ne certam intre noi vorbim
romana.”
[“We usually speak Arabic in the family. I don’t why, but when we argue we speak
Romanian.”]
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Work experience

Current situation

At the moment of the interview only four of the woman were working. Their jobs were of
Russian translator, Arabic language teachers, pharmacist and sales assistant.

Experience with paid work

Almost all of the migrant woman had some experience with paid work. Apart from the four
woman working at the moment of the interview, the others had short periods of paid work.
One had worked for a month as merchandiser, another interviewee had worked for three
months in USA, during summer vacation at a cleaning company. Also another woman has
worked for a short period at an advertisement agency.
In the majority of cases, all of these work experiences were in the country of origin.

Job search in Romania

At the moment of the interview almost none of the migrant woman were looking for a job in
Romania. As eight of the interviewee were students they said that in present they are more
focused on their studies and finding a job was not a priority for them. Another woman is
currently helping her husband in the small restaurant they own.

Unpaid and voluntary work

All of the respondents had done at a certain time unpaid or voluntary work. Some of them
were involved in such activities also at the moment of the interview. Among the volunteering
activities they mentioned the following: a school for disabled children, member in a club for

children, volunteer for Save the Children, translator for the refugee centre, coordinator in a
students’ organisation.
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Competences developed through work

One woman said that she learned the importance of being responsible, punctual and patient.
Another respondent pointed out that working had brought her personal satisfaction, she
learned to be more sociable, how to speak with her clients. Also, another woman answered
that she has learned how to cope with difficult situations and to experience different things.
“Am invatat sa fur meserie. Mi-am dezvoltat competentele de comunicare.”
[“I’ve learned how to “steel” the profession. Also I developed my communication skills.”]
One of the woman answered that she was very shy before and through the work she did she
gained more confidence in herself, she is ready to take any risks and in general personal
development was one of the main benefits of work. Another interviewee said that for working
gave her the possibility to apply what she had learned in school.

Job aspirations and possible difficulties

Almost all of the respondents had aspirations to find a job either in Romania or in another
country. Also some of the migrant woman working at the moment of the interview said that
they would like to change their jobs. Among the jobs, working fields were mentioned the
following: engineer in environmental issues, chef, related to refugees or foreign languages,
marketing, sales, advertising, journalist, pharmacist. One of the interviewee said that in the
future she would like to have her own business. Another respondents was taking classes of
German language as her desire was to emigrate to Austria.
Should be noted that most of the jobs described in the above section are very much influenced
by the current educational status of the respondents. Nine of the woman are still students and
not yet completed their academic education.
One of the main difficulties when searching for a job was considered to be Romanian
language. Even for the native Romanian speakers (RM) it was difficult to find a job because of
their accent. They mentioned that often people react negatively to their accent.
For the migrant woman that still don’t have the Romanian citizenship it was also difficult to
find a job. They said that the barriers in legislation are too high:
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“Cetatenii

straini

nu

au

acces

liber

pe

piata

muncii

in

Romania. Daca cineva vrea sa it idea de lucru atunci trebuie sa plateasca taxe in plus pentru
tine, pentru ca nu esti cetatean roman. Mai mult decat atat, inainte de a te angaja el trebuie sa
demonstreze ca pentru acel post nu a

gasit un roman cu aceleasi competente. E practic imposibil sa iti gasesti un loc de munca daca
nu si cetatenie romana sau nu ai venit direct aici cu un contract de munca. ”
[“Foreign citizens don’t have free access to the labour market in Romania. If somebody wants
to give you a job then he has to pay extra taxes for you, because you are not a Romanian
citizen. Even more than that, before being hired, the employer has to prove that he didn’t find
a Romanian for that position with the same competences. Basically is impossible to find a job
if you don’t have Romanian citizenship or didn’t come here with a work contract.]
Also some of the muslim woman are experiencing difficulties rearding their scarf.
“Eu din luna octombrie am hotarat sa-mi pun baticul. Cand i-am spus sefei mele a spus ca nu
e nici o problema numai sa il pun in afara serviciului. I-am spus ca lucrul acesta nu se poate
si pana in final a acceptat, insa mai greu. Daca as vrea sa-mi caut un loc de munca in alta
parte nu stiu daca altcineva m-ar accepta cu batic.”
[“I decided last year in October to wear the scarf. When I told my boss she said that is ok as
long as I don’t wear it at work. Then I told her that this is not possible and she accepted
eventually, with difficulty though. I think that if I wanted to find a job somewhere else would
be very difficult for me to be accepted with the scarf.”]
From the personal point of view other difficulties mentioned by the respondents were the lack
of experience in a certain field, specialty studies for a certain position, courage, the knowledge
of foreign languages.

Discrimination
Very few of the migrant woman answered that they were at some point discriminated, even
though they mentioned some insulting behaviour to them. The situations are related to some
colleagues or teachers in the school.
The most predominant discrimination identified during the interview was related to the
Muslim and wearing the scarf.
“Dupa ce mi-am pus baticul, oamenii care veneau la farmacie nu m-au mai recunoscut. Au tot
felul de reactii la adresa mea. Cei mai multi ma intreaba daca nu imi prea cald cu baticul si
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ca

ma

compatimesc.

In

general ma amuz be baza reactiilor

lor, insa cateodata cand se intampla prea des sunt putin afectata.”
[“After I decided to wear the scarf, patients that came to the pharmacy didn’t recognized
anymore. They have all sorts of reactions towards me. Most of them ask whether I am not to

hot with the scarf or they tell me that they feel sorry for me. I usually get amused on their
reactions, but sometimes when it happens to often I am little bit affected.”]

Settlement and life in Romania

Main difficulties encountered in Romania

The main difficulties encountered by the migrant woman were related to the knowledge of
Romanian language. Another issues mentioned by the respondents is related to the huge
amount of paper forms that had to do and the lack of information and support from the public
institutions.
The interviewees mentioned also that they didn’t have any friends or contacts when they first
came to Romania. In most of the cases they even don’t have their families with them in
Romania. Distance to their families and home countries was also mentioned as being very
difficult to cope with in the beginning.

Recognition of education and competences

Most of the migrant woman told us that generally they felt that their competences were
recognised and appreciated in the society, by their friends, colleagues or neighbours etc.
All of the respondents that are currently studying at the university in Romania had certificated
their formal education acquired in the home country. Besides this situation, none of the
interviewee had any experience to recognise their studies in Romania. Their either had gone
through a process of validation of competences.

Cultural differences
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Most of the respondents didn’t

very much about Romania and the

Romanian culture when they decide to emigrate. In some cases they were told bad stories about
Romania but when first arrived their impression was very good: people are open minded, very
sociable, willing to help the foreigners.

Focus group discussions
For the qualitative research in the forward project, one focus group was organised within the
premises of IREA.
The focus group took place on June 11, from 14.00 pm to 16.00 pm.
The focus group was chaired by Maria Toia.
The professional invited to participate were from the following categories: eight intercultural
mediators (Arabic, Moldavian , Indian and West African communities), one trainer from an
intercultural institute, one counsellor, one competence assessor from IREA validation centre.

Situation of migrant women
Main questions in this part of the discussion were:
 From what countries mainly migrant women with whom you work come?
 Which are the causes of their migration process? Which is their status (refugees, legal
migrants/reunified by another family member, illegal migrants, personal reason for
migration, for example people coming from non-democratic countries to study here
because their acknowledgement as political refugees would be too insecure and etc.)?
 In your opinion, what main difficulties they face in Romania? What prevents them from
integration into our society?
 Are you acquainted with the laws which regulate migrants’ integration into our society?
Do you think that there are enough legal provisions for their integration or not? If not,
what provisions does the legal system lack?

Main results:
 The majority of immigrant woman come from Moldavia, China and Turkey. There are
also woman coming from the Arabic countries but their number is significantly lower than
the other categories
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 In

the

case

of

Moldavia

the

situation

is

particular: most of them come to Romania for their studies (usually university, but are lot
that come also for high school). Another very important aspect is obtaining the Romanian
citizenship. In the case Moldavian Citizens, the process is much easier and doesn’t take a
lot of time. Most of them come to Romania with the purpose of obtaining the citizenship
and work here, but also because is much easier for them to emigrate to other EU countries.
In the case of Chinese and Turkish woman, they usually with the purpose of running
commercial activities, having the

advantage of a permissive and favorable legislation that encourages foreign investments
and opening businesses. In the case of Arabic woman, they mostly come to Romania for
family reunification or emigrated together with the husband and/or children.
 Regarding the residence permit, they most are facing the lack of clear and complete
information about the procedures they have to follow. The coordination of the institutions
responsible is sometimes inefficient. Another difficulty faced by the migrant woman is
related to the knowledge of Romanian language: in most of the cases, the information is
available only in Romanian; regarding the Romanian language courses, most of the
migrant woman don’t have access to the offer, are informed about which are the steps to
subscribe to a course, the course schedule is not adapted to the working programme.
 There isn’t enough legal support for the integration of migrant woman: they need
special permits for working (according to the Romanian legislation, a foreigner can take a
job only if that specific job cannot be taken by a Romanian or an EU citizen) ; they can
benefit of free Romanian language course only once; is totally missing the intercultural
education.

Competences of migrant women
Main questions in this part of the discussion were:



What skills do migrant women bring from their country of origin? What competences do
migrant women lack to find a job in Romania? Do they lack mainly formal education,
language skills or cultural competences or others? Are the competences of migrant
women acquired formally and non-formally in their countries of origin applicable in our
country?
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Are diplomas, licenses

or other certificates compatible

with the same documents in our country? How smooth is the process of recognition of
foreign education certificates in our country? What difficulties women face when they try
to legalize their certificates or other documents? Are any organizations which could help
or assist them?


Does a training system of migrants exist in our country? How useful it is for migrant
women? Do you know anything about their satisfaction from studies in any training
courses (formal or non-formal)?



Do you think that migrant women usually acquire non-formal competences during their
migration process (e.g., decision-making, problem-solving, etc.)? Which ones? Could
they use them to increase their employability?



Do you think that such competence, as knowledge of native language, is an advantage in
searching for a job? Do you think that competences acquired in the household and in
care activities (e.g., cooking of national dishes, sewing or similar) could help in
searching for a job?



Does your experience show that migrant women take part in community activities? Do
they have any networks of mutual assistance? Do they acquire any competences in these
activities?



Does any system of validation, recognition and certification of non-formally acquired
competences exist in Romania? If not, how these non-formal competences could be used
to increase women’s employability?

Main results:
 They usually are very skilled in coping with difficult situations. In the cases of partial or
full integration we can speak also about the ability to adapt to different cultural
environments. In most of the cases, Romanian language knowledge is one of the major
difficulties faced by the migrant woman. They also face legal barriers in finding a job.
Usually the competences acquired in formal education are recognized only after they
had gone through the process of study equivalence. The competences they acquired
non-formally in the country of origin are usually recognized in the society, but they
 have to pass special procedures for being validated for a certain occupation. The main
issue here is that they are not Romanian citizens.
 Usually the non-European certificates and diplomas are not compatible with the
Romanian ones, but they can be officially and legally recognised.
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The lack of

information

and

coordination

between

public

institutions is one of the main difficulties faced by the migrant woman. There are
several NGO’s, information and guidance centres, conflict mediators that are assisting
the immigrants.
 A training system as such is not available. The legislation says that immigrants have the
right to education and language training. In reality, the implementation sometimes is
missing.
 Definitely migrant woman acquire a lot of competences through the process of
migration. They develop capacity to adapt to different cultural environments, handle
difficult situations, engaging in responsible tasks, courageous, they learn how to take
decisions for themselves and their families. All this skills play a very important role
when speaking about employability, but again, for the Romanian situation the legal
barriers for employment are numerous.
 Regarding languages, the labour market in Romania is very much oriented to the usage
of foreign languages (English, French, German etc). For the particular case of Arabic
woman can be said that in some cases their foreign language knowledge is higher than
the Romanians, as they fluently speak at least two other foreign languages- usually
English and French. Competences acquired in family activities could help them to find
jobs in the social services sector, cleaning etc.
 Migrant woman are usually involved in different networks for mutual assistance. There
are a lot that participate as active members in NGO’s for immigrants, cultural centres
that promote the oriental culture, they offer translation and support to refugees. They
acquire a lot of competences in these type of activities, like in any other learning
activity, but the most important they gain is feeling that they are not useless in this
foreign country.
 Romania has a very good system established for the validation of competences. In
Romania, validation means offering a qualification certificate/diploma for a certain
occupation. Competences are being validated only for non academic professions,
meaning that you cannot be validated as an accountant, engineer or teacher. Most of the
non academic professions can be validated (baby sitter, carpenter, waiter, etc). The main
prerequisite for the migrant woman would a very good knowledge of Romanian
language, as the validation is conducted in Romanian. In the case of migrant woman
that don’t speak Romanian but have a very command of English, the validation can be
done in this language. The requirement is that the validation centre is authorised for
16

conducting validation

in a foreign language. Also, the

candidate should provide all his evidences legalised in the working language
(certificate, diplomas). In Romania validation is possible for migrant woman, but so far
there is no data regarding successful cases.

Employability

Main questions in this part of the discussion were:


What are the main competences that migrant women should acquire to be employable in
Romania?



Have you developed any successful strategies to work with women on their competences
in counselling and training – e.g. a strategy to put their focus on the competences
(resources) they have (and show these competences), as well as to the competences they
could/should acquire – and maybe there are also experiences of how it changes women‘s
life if they shift their attention to their competences?



Using overall your experience in work with migrant women, what do you advise to do to
increase the employability and social inclusion of migrant women?

Main results:
 First of all they should have a very good knowledge of Romanian language. On the
other side, nowadays the job profiles are not so much focused on having specialised
studies, but more on the knowledge of foreign languages (at least two) and very much
value on the personal competences: team work, responsibility, ability to learn, good
communication, problem solving, pro active etc.
 There are very little training and counselling services as such for migrant woman. The
main argument is the lack of formal regulations and financing for this field. In general,
adult education in Romania is sub financed, and the only way to provide such services
is through small projects and private initiatives of NGO’s or other types of services.
 First of all, at political level should be taken some measures for the social integration of
migrant woman. Secondly, they need to have a wider access to education training as
they should develop the competences acquired in the past and acquire the ones there
missing for employment.
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SWOT Analysis on competences of migrant woman
STRENGHTS&OPORTUNITIES

•

Compulsory education completed

•

Majority have university degrees

•

Additional qualifications

•

Participation in non-formal trainings

•

Volunteering

•

Interest for further education and learning

•

Good computer skills

•

Medium to high level of foreign languages



Effective, short and regulated procedure for the validation of competences for

specific jobs, which leads to qualifications

WEAKNESSES&THREATS

•

Discrimination

•

Legal barriers for working

•

Low level in Romanian language

•

Lack of a network of friends, family
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